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Russian researchers expose 'NSA's
secret weapon': Outrage at program
that enables America to spy on EVERY
home computer in the world is
uncovered

The NSA has figured out how to hide spying and sabotage software
deep within hard drives, according to cyber researchers and
former operatives
The group said it found personal computers in 30 countries
infected with one or more of the spying programs
The most infections were seen in Iran, followed by Russia,
Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Mali, Syria, Yemen and Algeria
The infections started in 2001, but increased drastically in 2008,
the year President Barack Obama was elected
The tools are designed to run on computers even when they are not
connected to the Internet, and even the makers of some of the
hard drives are unaware that these programs have been
embedded 
The spies made a technological breakthrough by figuring out how
to lodge malicious software in the obscure code called firmware
that launches every time a computer is turned on 

By REUTERS REPORTER and CHRIS SPARGO FOR DAILYMAIL.COM

PUBLISHED: 21:49 EST, 16 February 2015 | UPDATED: 10:57 EST, 17 February 2015

The National Security Agency has figured out how to hide spying software deep within
hard drives, allowing them to monitor and eavesdrop on the majority of the world's
computers - even when they are not connected to the internet.

The Moscow-based security software maker Kaspersky Lab said it has found personal
computers in 30 countries infected with one or more of the spying programs, with the
most infections seen in Iran, followed by Russia, Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Mali,
Syria, Yemen and Algeria.

The targets included government and military institutions, telecommunication
companies, banks, energy companies, nuclear researchers, media, and Islamic activists.
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Kaspersky said it found personal computers in 30 countries infected with one or more of the
spying programs

The NSA has figured out how to hide spying software deep within hard drives , giving the agency
the means to eavesdrop on the majority of the world's computers, according to Kaspersky (file
photo)

The NSA began infecting computers in 2001 claims Kaspersky, ramping up their efforts
in 2008 when President Barack Obama was elected.

This 'surpasses anything known in terms of complexity and sophistication of techniques,
and that has been active for almost two decades,' said Kaspersky. 

What's more, even the makers of these hard drives are unaware that these spying
programs have been installed, with the NSA obtaining their source codes by going so far
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as to pose as software developers according to former intelligence operatives, or telling
the companies the government must do a security audit to make sure their source code
is safe.

According to Kaspersky, the spies made a technological breakthrough by figuring out
how to lodge malicious software in the obscure code called firmware that launches every
time a computer is turned on.

Disk drive firmware is viewed by spies and cybersecurity experts as the second-most
valuable real estate on a PC for a hacker, second only to the BIOS code invoked
automatically as a computer boots up.

'The hardware will be able to infect the computer over and over,' lead Kaspersky
researcher Costin Raiu said in an interview.

Though the leaders of the still-active espionage campaign could have taken control of
thousands of PCs, giving them the ability to steal files or eavesdrop on anything they
wanted, the spies were selective and only established full remote control over machines
belonging to the most desirable foreign targets, according to Raiu. He said Kaspersky
found only a few especially high-value computers with the hard-drive infections.

The firm declined to publicly name the country behind the spying campaign, but said it
was closely linked to Stuxnet, the NSA-led cyberweapon that was used to attack Iran's
uranium enrichment facility. The NSA is the U.S. agency responsible for gathering
electronic intelligence.

A former NSA employee told Reuters that Kaspersky's analysis was correct, and that
people still in the spy agency valued these espionage programs as highly as Stuxnet.
Another former intelligence operative confirmed that the NSA had developed the prized
technique of concealing spyware in hard drives, but said he did not know which spy
efforts relied on it.

NSA spokeswoman Vanee Vines said the agency was aware of the Kaspersky report but
would not comment on it publicly.

Kaspersky published the technical details of its research on Monday, a move that could
help infected institutions detect the spying programs, some of which trace back as far as
2001.

Eugene Kaspersky (file photo) published the details of his research on Friday

The disclosure could hurt the NSA's surveillance abilities, already damaged by massive
leaks by former contractor Edward Snowden. Snowden's revelations have upset some
U.S. allies and slowed the sales of U.S. technology products abroad.

The exposure of these new spying tools could lead to greater backlash against Western
technology, particularly in countries such as China, which is already drafting regulations
that would require most bank technology suppliers to proffer copies of their software
code for inspection.

Peter Swire, one of five members of U.S. President Barack Obama's Review Group on
Intelligence and Communications Technology, said the Kaspersky report showed that it
is essential for the country to consider the possible impact on trade and diplomatic
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relations before deciding to use its knowledge of software flaws for intelligence
gathering.

'There can be serious negative effects on other U.S. interests,' Swire said.

Technological breakthrough
Kaspersky's reconstructions of the spying programs show that they could work in disk
drives sold by more than a dozen companies, comprising essentially the entire market.
They include Western Digital Corp, Seagate Technology Plc, Toshiba Corp, IBM, Micron
Technology Inc and Samsung Electronics Co Ltd.

Western Digital, Seagate and Micron said they had no knowledge of these spying
programs. Toshiba and Samsung declined to comment. IBM did not respond to requests
for comment.

Getting the source code
Raiu said the authors of the spying programs must have had access to the proprietary
source code that directs the actions of the hard drives. That code can serve as a
roadmap to vulnerabilities, allowing those who study it to launch attacks much more
easily.

'There is zero chance that someone could rewrite the [hard drive] operating system
using public information,' Raiu said.

Concerns about access to source code flared after a series of high-profile cyberattacks
on Google Inc and other U.S. companies in 2009 that were blamed on China.
Investigators have said they found evidence that the hackers gained access to source
code from several big U.S. tech and defense companies.

It is not clear how the NSA may have obtained the hard drives' source code. Western
Digital spokesman Steve Shattuck said the company 'has not provided its source code
to government agencies.' The other hard drive makers would not say if they had shared
their source code with the NSA.

Seagate spokesman Clive Over said it has 'secure measures to prevent tampering or
reverse engineering of its firmware and other technologies.' Micron spokesman Daniel
Francisco said the company took the security of its products seriously and 'we are not
aware of any instances of foreign code.'
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According to former intelligence operatives, the NSA has multiple ways of obtaining source code
from tech companies,including asking directly and posing as a software developer 

According to former intelligence operatives, the NSA has multiple ways of obtaining
source code from tech companies, including asking directly and posing as a software
developer. If a company wants to sell products to the Pentagon or another sensitive U.S.
agency, the government can request a security audit to make sure the source code is
safe.

'They don't admit it, but they do say, "We're going to do an evaluation, we need the
source code,"' said Vincent Liu, a partner at security consulting firm Bishop Fox and
former NSA analyst. 'It's usually the NSA doing the evaluation, and it's a pretty small
leap to say they're going to keep that source code.'

The NSA declined to comment on any allegations in the Kaspersky report. Vines said
the agency complies with the law and White House directives to protect the United
States and its allies 'from a wide array of serious threats.'

Kaspersky called the authors of the spying program 'the Equation group,' named after
their embrace of complex encryption formulas.

The group used a variety of means to spread other spying programs, such as by
compromising jihadist websites, infecting USB sticks and CDs, and developing a
self-spreading computer worm called Fanny, Kaspersky said.

Fanny was like Stuxnet in that it exploited two of the same undisclosed software flaws,
known as 'zero days,' which strongly suggested collaboration by the authors, Raiu said.
He added that it was 'quite possible' that the Equation group used Fanny to scout out
targets for Stuxnet in Iran and spread the virus. 
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OVER HERE, My City, United Kingdom, 8 months ago

The most shocking thing here is all those cars parked outside the NSA building. How do we
expect the earth to survive?
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bharat123, India, India, 8 months ago

hahah still they would be able to stop any event like the one that happened a decade ago.This is
a joke
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Arfy, New York, 8 months ago

None of this is new... WIKI "CALEA" and you'll see this was law in 1996.
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So do any of you still wonder why I've said that George Orwell will turn out to have been an optimist?
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TheShiznit, Kabul, Afghanistan, 8 months ago

I think the CCTV camera's all over UK are about the same thing. Besides GCHQ does the same
thing. There is no privacy anywhere in the world. Get used to it people.
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SecretSquirrel, Exposing Those Nuts, United States, 8 months ago

Privacy is so yesterday.......

930
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Paul Boots, Austin, United States, 8 months ago

First having ISPs and software makers provide the spying agencies with a back door hack, as
Eric Snowden uncovered, and now this... Enough to make me consider a old typewriter or a
pre-2000 computer without a modem! At least I've saved many of my old Palm PDAs and their
keyboard attachments to use right now!
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Atavist, Little Oakley, United Kingdom, 8 months ago

I tried a genuine Win98SE setup.exe CD on an old PC, what is Netscape, LineOne and
PointCast? I have a droppy flisk dive working and a crazy laptop thing that throws metal
levers at a roller, I think it's some kind of printer from the 1700s. My new RPi2 works
great, it's made in whales.
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welshrarebit, swansea, United Kingdom, 8 months ago

Got nothing to be worried about if you have nothing to hide !
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ChiTownTommy, Chicago, 8 months ago

I thought the same until I just read about the mons pubis.........
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Kenneth Sørensen, Copenhagen, Denmark, 8 months ago

Okay if you have absolutely nothing to hide and doesn't mind that you basically have no
privacy, I guess you wouldn't mind sending me the log in for your mail, Facebook etc? I
promise to not change anything, I will just look.
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Claudia Calabrese, Mar del Plata, Argentina, 8 months ago

After reading so many comments of people blaming the USA of everything, I suddenly
remembered: don't you have a camera every so metres and every corner of your cities are
under surveillance? So what are you talking about? You blame the USA but you can't see the
same is happen everyday in every corner of the UK and other countries?
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Claudia Calabrese, Mar del Plata, Argentina, 8 months ago

*happening
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lil rose, Wild West, United States, 8 months ago

People with nothing to hide, hide nothing.
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Art, San Antonio TX USA, United States, 8 months ago

tool

956
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Lipblips, Houston, 8 months ago

So right to privacy means nothing to you? That's the issue here, not hiding dirty little
secrets from anyone.
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for one very busty
fairy as she squeezes
her cleavage into
skimpy fancy-dress
costume to host
Halloween party in
Las Vegas

Smiling Jennifer
Garner looks
stunning as she
shows off her toned
legs in pink shift
dress at American
Cinematheque
Awards
Sartorial prowess 

Kate Hudson goes
braless as she gives
a sexy twist on white
trouser suit at
star-studded 29th
American
Cinematheque
Awards

'He wasn't going to
let me feel like less of
a woman': Angelina
Jolie praises Brad
Pitt for his support
during her surgeries
in rare joint interview

It's Demi LOW-vato!
Singer flashes her
chest and legs as she
rocks plunging mini
tuxedo dress for
Tonight Show
appearance
 23-year-old singer 

Amy Schumer looks
elegant in slinky
black low-cut dress
as she picks up top
comedy prize at
BAFTA Britannia
Awards
Dressed to impress

Rihanna bares
almost all in see-thru
plastic outfit as she
tortures someone in
deleted scenes for
very racy B**ch
Better Have My
Money music video

Sports fan Kevin
Costner throws his
support behind New
Zealand All Blacks
ahead of Rugby
World Cup final
He looked very happy

Shirtless Cody
Simpson shows off
his tattoos as he
struggles to catch
waves while surfing
in Los Angeles
Looked relaxed and
happy in the sun

Bodyguard or beau?
Caitlyn Jenner gets a
helping hand from
bearded mystery man
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during Jamba Juice
run
Dwarfed by the
66-year-old trans-icon

Boys' day out! Tyga
looks thrilled as he
spends the day with
his cute three-
year-old son King
Cairo 
Tyga couldn't hide his
joy as he stepped out

Fame hasn't
changed me, insists
Adele. Oh yes? What
about the $25million
in property, £155k car
and £23k playhouse
for her son?!
We look at the
evidence

Keanu Reeves has
bloody cuts on face
as he takes on foes
in dramatic scenes
while filming John
Wick 2
Portrayed the former
hit-man in 2014 film

Helping out for
Halloween! Bindi
Irwin takes a break
from Dancing With
The Stars rehearsals
to visit sick children
in hospital
In LA

Snared by
poachers. Beaten
and forced to
perform for tourists.
Singer Mollie King's
plangent plea to end
the agony of the
dancing bears

Kendall Jenner
shows off her
stunning long legs in
tiny thigh-skimming
t-shirt dress as she
attends shoe
collection launch
19-year-old model 

Prrrfect! Maria
Shriver slips her
enviable figure into
leather catsuit for
Halloween party... a
week ahead of her
60th birthday
Looked great 

Taylor Swift treats
herself to some retail
therapy in Beverly
Hills as 'new lawsuit
claims she
committed
plagiarism' with her
hit song Shake It Off

She's nothing but
bones! Skinnygirl
Bethenny Frankel
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wears skeleton
costume as she takes
her daughter Bryn to
Halloween party
44-year-old mom

Saucy Spice! Mel B
flaunts her toned
curves and goes
without underwear in
sheer-panelled
scarlet gown as she
attends BAFTA event
in Los Angeles

He doesn't need
Rogaine! Matthew
McConaughey
reveals his hair has
grown back after
shaving it all off for
film role as he does
the red carpet in LA

Butt of the joke!
Kelly Ripa copies
Kim Kardashian's
curvaceous Paper
cover for morning
show's Halloween
episode 
Eye-popping cover
shoot

Who are you
supposed to be?
Ireland Baldwin
sizzles on Instagram
with racy lingerie
snaps 'for Halloween'
while quoting Marilyn
Monroe
Wore red wig

Catch me if you can!
David Beckham has a
light-hearted footrace
with his sons
Brooklyn and Romeo
in Hollywood
Were they trying to
beat the parking
meter?! 

Leah Remini details
alleged Scientology
plot to recruit
Jennifer Lopez at
Tom Cruise's
wedding and reveals
extent of Katie
Holmes' Church
involvement 

Did Frank Sinatra
ask the mafia to
MURDER Woody
Allen? A new book
sensationally says he
did - as revenge for
betraying the singer's
ex-wife Mia Farrow 

No slowing down!
Eight months
pregnant Kim
Kardashian wears a
skintight dress and
heels to film reality
show with her sisters
Not long to go now!
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How Camilla's
hunting for a wife for
Harry: Prince
Charles's wife 'loves
to be involved' in
finding 'right girl' for
her stepson
Using her connections

Live TV EXORCISM
fails to call up any
evil spirits... but it did
bring out the Twitter
trolls 
Viewers took to Twitter
and swiftly began
mocking the effort 

They just love
Halloween! Bethenny
Frankel dresses
daughter Bryn as a
pink bunny as they
hit up yet another
costume party
Second party in a row

What IS she
wearing? Alessandra
Ambrosio shocks her
fellow moms as she
wears sexy Red
Riding Hood costume
on the school run
Turned many heads

Horny headdress!
Bette Midler dons
'tacky' Gilligan's
Island of Dr. Moreau
costume for her 20th
Hulaween bash
Her most bizarre
Halloween costume
yet?

Snap! How Robert
Redford and Brad Pitt
could be twins
A glance back over the
years shows Brad Pitt
has never been shy
about borrowing style

The X Factor's
Cheryl Fernandez-
Versini displays her
slim legs in metallic
mini-dress as Rita
Ora puts on a busty
display in the first of
the live shows

Katie Holmes
apologizes for
'having upset Leah
Remini' after the
actress spoke of
Katie and
ex-husband Tom
Cruise during
Scientology expose

Al Molinaro, much
loved star of Happy
Days and The Odd
Couple, dies at 96
Actor played chef Al
Delvecchio at the
Happy Days drive-in

Rosie O'Donnell's
daughter Chelsea
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says she 'does not
love' the talk show
host and explains
why she left her birth
mom's home after
just six days 

No wonder he's
smiling! Gabriel
Aubry takes to the
red carpet with Heidi
Klum... as his ex
Halle Berry
announces her
divorce
The men didn't get on

Hell for leather! Kate
Upton and baseball
beau Justin
Verlander hit the
streets of New York
in similar his and
hers all-black looks
23-year-old model

Cashed-up chic!
Kylie Jenner claims
you 'can't buy style'
as she steps out in
almost $6,000 worth
of designer goods...
and that's just the
accessories

Red alert! Mel B and
Jane Seymour are
scarlet ladies while
Amy Schumer plays
it safe in black for
Bafta party in Los
Angeles
No tricks and all treats

'We spend a lot of
time together!' Emma
Roberts lovingly
embraces her aunt
Julia Roberts at
amfAR Gala in
Hollywood
Kissed her on head too

A fresh start!
Giuliana Rancic loses
the extensions to
debut a shorter new
'do on Instagram
Former E! News
co-host had dramatic
chop

It's a lot of work
running a billion
dollar business!
Jessica Alba
multi-tasks as she
takes her daughters
to Halloween party
Was busy on her
phone

Carole Middleton
attacked over
website's 'sexualized'
Halloween frocks:
Kate's mom is selling
mini-skirts, bodices
and heels for girls as
young as ten 
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DON'T MISS
Breast Halloween

costume ever!
Joanna Krupa
flashes cleavage in
see-through outfit 
The RHOM also wore
headpiece reminiscent
of 1980s Cher

Jaden Smith goes
on yet another
bizarre rant as he
says 'being born was
the most influential
thing that has
happened' to him
More odd statements...

Tyra Banks, 41, is
unrecognizable as
she transforms into
Virgin Atlantic
Airlines founder
Richard Branson, 65,
for Halloween
Uncanny resemblance

Rolling in the...
mud? Adele to make
remarkable
comeback by
headlining in front of
135,000 fans at
Glastonbury
Scheduled to
comeback 

Make-up free Diane
Kruger wears a shirt
dress as she relaxes
with some retail
therapy in Beverly
Hills
She had some much
deserved time out 

Mother's club:
James Blunt and
pregnant wife Sofia
Wellesley rub
shoulders with Kyly
Clarke as the
mums-to-be flaunt
their growing bumps

Cheryl Fernandez-
Versini swaps her
glam dress for a
yellow waterproof as
she takes the plunge
down a slip and slide
during a fun-filled
appearance

Baby, it's not that
cold outside!
Julianne Hough rugs
up as she returns to
Los Angeles despite
balmy temperatures
Her look was certainly
over-the-top
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Just the tonic!
Ashley Benson steps
out for a fresh juice
after partying the
night away with
director Izak
Rappaport
Stopped at Erewhon
Market in Los Angeles 

Back to school!
Kerry Washington
dons pleated skirt
and knee-high tights
as she channels her
inner Gossip Girl in
hilarious Scandal
High spoof

Cara Delevingne's
girlfriend St Vincent
reveals she 'took the
supermodel to a male
strip club and bought
lots of dances' for
her birthday

'Pretty much my
worst f***ing
nightmare!' Eric
Stonestreet 'braves'
Universal's haunted
houses on Ellen
Modern Family Star
turned up the terror

'I love my son but
he is dead wrong':
Quentin Tarantino's
father is the latest to
slam the Hollywood
director for branding
the NYPD 'murderers'

What's up with Al
Pacino? Acting great
'can't remember his
lines for new
Broadway show,
needs teleprompters
and has fallen out
with director'

EXCLUSIVE: 'I work
out to eat': LeAnn
Rimes confesses she
'loves food and wine
and tequila' after
stunning in lingerie
at Halloween bash

Don't blame
Jemima! 'It was racy
past of Imran Khan's
BBC weathergirl that
killed their ten-month
marriage - and it had
nothing to do with
his first wife'

'The reality is, 1D
are splitting for a
long time': 'Massive
divide' between Harry
Styles and Louis
Tomlinson is said to
be real reason for
boy band's hiatus

Tori Spelling gets in
Halloween spirit with
Beetlejuice 'I'm the
ghost with the most
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babe' shirt while out
with Dean McDermott
and the kids

'No one wants to be
the main star; no one
wants to outdo the
others': Pop
princesses Little Mix
talk breakups,
shakeups and world
domination

Oligarch to bulldoze
Beatles' $9m
mansion: Ringo
Starr's six-bed retreat
where John Lennon
lived with Yoko will
be demolished for
mega-basement
home 

The thigh's the limit!
Kate Bosworth
flashes flesh in split
dress as she catches
a flight out of town
Didn't take a break
when it came to style

Earning her wings!
Shanina Shaik
reveals she's
returning to Victoria's
Secret catwalk for
2015 show
Previously starred in
2011, 2012 and 2014

Busty Elizabeth
Hurley, 50, shows off
her toned curves in a
tiny white bikini as
she continues to
enjoy exotic holiday
The Royals actress
has been avoiding fall

'I want people to
really let loose':
Jennifer Lopez talks
upcoming Las Vegas
residency as she
looks pretty in
patterns for Ocean
Drive cover

Not taking the ring
off! Halle Berry
continues to wear
wedding band from
Olivier Martinez days
after split... as he is
seen on motorcycle
ride
They've filed for
divorce

Nine months
pregnant Jessa
Duggar tries eating
whole pineapple to
bring on labor... after
admitting she feels
'as big as a barn'
Due in just two days

Make-up free
Kendall Jenner keeps
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comfortable in
sweatpants and an
off-the-shoulder top
as she jets into LAX
Jet-setting model

EXCLUSIVE: Khloe
Kardashian is back
together with
boyfriend James
Harden as she flies to
Houston to take in
his NBA game after
helping Lamar

'It's a boy!' Pregnant
JWoww announces
gender of second
child with a BLUE
layer cake less than
two weeks after
wedding
Sweet celebration

Imran Khan
divorces ex BBC
weathergirl Reham
after just TEN
MONTHS following
'pressure from his
family about her
plans to get involved
in politics'

EXCLUSIVE: Inside
Scott Disick's
$73,000-per month
five-star rehab center
which boasts Pacific
Ocean views and an
all organic menu

Madonna and
ex-husband Sean
Penn fuel rumors
they're rekindling
romance after 'being
spotted at luxury
beach hotel' 
Spotted in Santa
Monica

Girl ab-out town!
Kate Hudson revives
the '70s in crop top
and flares for fun
night out
Her most famous role
was in '70s-set rock
classic Almost Famous

Are you lost?
Forever suave Rob
Lowe casts a wild
bearded look while
filming The Grinder
on a Los Angeles
beach
Plays an actor playing
a lawyer in the film

Gigi Hadid cast in
Victoria's Secret
Fashion Show... as
Instagram video
reveals the moment
she nailed lingerie
audition
Will walk in annual
show

Could James Bond
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REALLY fly a
helicopter upside
down? Scientists
reveal whether stunts
in Spectre and other
007 films are
possible
Daniel Craig is Bond

Mark Strong shows
off his action-man
credentials as Sacha
Baron Cohen beds
Rebel Wilson in new
trailer for Grimsby
New action-comedy
film

That girl is on fire!
Demi Moore's
youngest daughter
Tallulah Willis, 21,
holds lit cigarette
while standing out in
red dress on walk in
LA
Daughter of Bruce
Willis

Ed Sheeran can
ditch the learning
licence plates after
passing his practical
driving test... less
than three months
after smashing
theory
Singer was in Britain

Oprah reveals she
did everything to
help her 'secret son'
in the 1990s but was
'done' when he
decided to drop out
of school and sell his
story
Cut him out of her life

Fake boobs and a
booty! Ellen
Degeneres
introduces busty
SIXTH Kardashian
sister... just in time
for Halloween
Introduced busty Karla
Kardashian 

Making a splash!
Julianne Hough
shows off her bikini
body while diving
with her girlfriends at
luxurious Mexican
resort
Recently got engaged

Boy George shocks
audiences during
filming of The Voice
UK by saying he's
'slept with singer
Prince'... and causes
such a frenzy that
filming is stopped

PICTURED: The
moment Chelsea
O'Donnell reunited
with her birth mother
after 18 years - but
she reveals the two
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are no longer
speaking 

Whoops! Cheeky
Karrueche Tran
flashes her pert
posterior in tiny
all-blue costume and
sexy over-the-knee
boots as she hosts
Halloween party

Paloma Faith puts
on a leggy display in
a polka dot playsuit
and towering heels
as she takes to the
stage during the BNP
Paribas Finals in
Singapore 

GMA's Ginger Zee
flaunts her growing
baby bump as she
reveals her favorite
maternity costume
ideas during morning
show's Halloween
special 

He's more vain than
her! Kylie Jenner jets
into LAX in crop top
and jeans she
boarded  in... while
Tyga changes his
outfit as couple
arrive from New York

Back with her
bestie! Caitlyn
Jenner shows off
décolletage in tank
top as she joins
Candis Cayne for
lunch at one of the
Kardashians' favorite
eateries

Matt Bellamy's
girlfriend Elle Evans
shows off her
cleavage in a daring
cutaway gown with
thigh-high split as
she smooches him
on at amfAR gala

You Changed Me!
Jamie Foxx has
sister DeOndra's
back as they raise
record $2m at Global
Down Syndrome
Foundation gala
All for a good cause

'It's dangerous
being a pop star':
George
Stephanopoulos
suffers a nasty fall
while 'performing' as
Ed Sheeran on
GMA's Halloween
special 

Justin Bieber
bounces back from
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'rough week' of
temper tantrums to
dress up in
Halloween basketball
costume inspired by
Will Ferrell's
Semi-Pro character

Ellie Goulding
oozes cool in
shearling jacket and
aviator shades as
she makes a stylish
arrival in Paris
The singer looked both
comfortable and
stylish 

Putting in the leg
work! Nicky Hilton
showcases her lean
limbs in Daisy Dukes
while running
errands in Beverly
Hills
The hotel heiress put
her toned frame on
display 

Scrub A Dub Dub!
Miranda Kerr strips
off to shoot a nude
steamy shower scene
as she gives fans a
glimpse into her
everyday life
Australian supermodel

Victoria Silvstedt
looks sensational as
she shows off her
long legs in sexy
thigh-high boots
while shopping up a
storm in Milan
The model is 41

Elizabeth Hurley, 50,
puts on a busty
display as she
sunbathes topless on
a lilo... while paying
her respects to
author Jackie Collins
Enjoyed a quiet
moment

'Halloween from the
other side!' James
Corden and Billy
Eichner dress as
Chewie and Han Solo
in hilarious Adele
Hello parody
In the holiday spirit

How to Get Away
With Murder's Karla
Souza reveals she
refused to pose
nearly-naked on GQ
cover despite editors
insisting that nude
shoots sell more 

Zayn Malik's love
interest Neelam Gill
puts her lean legs on
parade in motif-
emblazoned baseball
shirt as she attends
beauty event
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Stepped out in London

Bada-ching! White
Cadillac used as
Tony Soprano's car
on hit HBO series
The Sopranos to be
auctioned off
 2003 Cadillac
Escalade 

She's a drama
queen! Kate Hudson
tells James Corden
she writes 'really
depressing' music...
and has been for
nearly two decades

Don't do it! Harrison
Ford plays the hero
as he talks
Chewbacca out of
jumping from a
building on Jimmy
Kimmel Live
Famed for the hit film

EXCLUSIVE: Is this
the next First Lady?
Melania Trump's
journey from a
Communist's
daughter and
teenage model to
White House
favorite's wife is
revealed

She means
business! Penelope
Disick wears a chic
blazer and silver
boots as she pushes
her mom Kourtney
Kardashian's
pumpkin cart

Could YOU look as
good as Kate? After
the Duchess dazzles
in gowns worth
thousands, FEMAIL
reveals how to dress
like a princess on a
high street budget

'She's the person I
idolize': Kim Zolciak's
daughter Brielle
bursts into tears as
she meets Giuliana
Rancic at E! News
She met her TV idol

Ellie Goulding takes
style tips from Kim
Kardashian as she
puts on an
eye-popping display
in latex dress for
Halloween party with
Dougie Poynter

Today's headlines
Most Read
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Is this proof ISIS shot down Russian
plane killing all 224 on board? Terror
group releases chilling video as...

Two women and a cyclist killed after
heavily armed gunman opened fire in
downtown of Colorado spot voted...

Man stabbed multiple times in front
of his five-year-old son in horror
California road rage attack

Wreckage believed to be of doomed
ship El Faro which vanished with 33
crew on board found in 15,000ft deep...

Girl, 7, who choked on her school
lunch dies after spending three days
on life support

Chipotle closes 43 restaurants in
Oregon and Washington state after
interstate E coli outbreak leaves 22...

Students protest IN SUPPORT of cop
who dragged schoolgirl, 16, from her
desk and threw her across classroom

Hunt for killer after two teenage friends
are found bludgeoned to death by
horrifed dog walker in a Los...

NYPD officer 'converted' to Islam in
order to go undercover and spy on
Brooklyn College students which
led...

Katie Holmes and Tom Cruise 'left baby
Suri to cry on the bathroom floor' and
Top Gun star's adopted kids...

Roman Polanski's 'rape' victim says
she is 'pleased' that Polish court
rejected extradition request to the...

Hunt for legendary big wave surfer, Alec
'Ace Cool' Cooke, who went missing
while surfing 50ft waves in...

'$ for life. It's a perfect plan': Chilling
texts man sent to his girlfriend before
they 'slaughtered his...

Construction worker killed in collapse of
five-story NYC building is identified as
26-year-old man from...

Rescuers free adult humpback whale
from hundreds of feet of rope and
buoys after two-day operation
finally...

'She can't talk, she can't give a speech':
Donald Trump's ex-wife Ivana slams his
current spouse Melania and...

'If this officer would've just said I'm
the police.. Corey would have laid
down': Church drummer who was...

NYPD officer shot dead in Harlem is
buried in Guyana as scores of New
York's Finest make the trip to honor...

Does this video show the ghost of a
little girl? Spooky footage appears to
show small child in closed San...

The New York Times pens scathing
critique of New Jersey Governor Chris
Christie calling on him to drop out...

White House to block release of
emails between Hillary Clinton and
Obama because 'presidential...

Doctor convicted of murder after three
patients overdosed on 'crazy and
outrageous' amount of painkillers...

Inseparable brothers, 15 and 17, both
killed in car crash on the way to
school
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Halloween tragedy as three trick-
or-treaters, including a 10-year-old girl,
are killed after a car plows...

Cheap face paint, gruesome garb and
the sheer horror of spooky TV
specials: Etiquette expert explains
why...

A hot dog, Cinderella, 'Scream', a SWAT
team officer and a small Donald Trump
attend Halloween-themed...

Party like it's 1899: Meet the
modern-day Anastasias preparing to
wow at London’s Russian Debutante
Ball

Security guard, 33, arrested in murder
of 27-year-old woman who 'sexually
assaulted' and then strangled to...

Are these America's most haunted
hotels? You may have a few ghoulish
guests breathing down your neck if
you...
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